Tunisia is widely credited with initiating the wave of revolutions that swept the Arab world in 2011. Following the ouster of former President Ben Ali, the country navigated an extremely difficult political transition that culminated in the formation of a democratically elected government under a new constitution in December 2014.

While many of the issues that fueled mass protests during the revolution remain, including an anemic economy and endemic corruption, Tunisia faces several security concerns that threaten its nascent democracy. These concerns include the growing presence and violence of extremist groups, smuggling of arms and continued security force abuses.

Recognizing the country could serve as a model for others in the region, the United States has marshalled a significant amount of resources to assist Tunisia. From FY 2011 to FY 2014, the United States provided an estimated $167 million in security assistance and has requested at least $142 million for FY 2015 and FY 2016 combined. Yet, the United States has several challenges in effectively assisting Tunisia.
Main Security Concerns

EXTREMIST VIOLENCE: Since 2011, Islamic extremist groups have increasingly thrived along Tunisia’s borders. The Tunisian military has discovered training camps belonging to Ansar al-Sharia (AS) and Al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM) and has arrested hundreds of suspected militants. From 2011 through March 2015, extremist attacks resulted in an estimated 69 Tunisian security force members killed and more than 183 injured in addition to 24 civilians killed and 50 injured. AS is also presumed to have been behind the assassination of two leftist politicians. In addition, there is a growing concern about Islamic State, or ISIS, fighters carrying out attacks after the group claimed responsibility for the terrorist attack at the Bardo museum in Tunis, which killed 20 civilians. U.S. personnel also came under threat when a large demonstration turned into an attack on the American Embassy and arson at the American Community School in Tunis in 2012. Estimates suggest that between 2,500-3,000 Tunisians have traveled to fight in Syria, heightening the risk of fighters returning to engage in violent activities at home.

SMUGGLING OF ARMS AND EXTREMISTS: Extremist violence has heightened concerns about the growing level of illicit movement of arms and extremists from Algeria and Libya into Tunisia. Before the revolution, cross-border smuggling networks consisted mostly of food and gasoline, aimed primarily at supporting border communities. Since the revolution, extremists have used the existing networks to expand smuggling operations for more nefarious contraband. According to experts, the amount of trafficking in arms such as AK-47s, rocket launchers and anti-personnel mines from Libya to Tunisia has increased ten-fold in the past few years. Porous borders with Algeria and Libya have also reportedly aided extremists in moving people in and out of the country illicitly to carry out attacks against Tunisian security forces.

SECURITY FORCE ABUSE: There continue to be reports of security forces, predominantly the police and National Guard, using excessive force, torture and arbitrary arrest as well as imposing media constraints, often in response to extremist concerns. Sporadic crackdowns on journalists, nonviolent activists and conservative Islamists have persisted throughout the political transition, including the recent sentencing by a military court of a blogger for allegedly defaming military officials on Facebook. In August 2014, police allegedly used excessive force on a road near the Algerian border, killing two women and wounding two others. There are also concerns about Tunisia’s outdated, authoritarian legal system, which allows security forces to employ abusive tactics to counter extremism. The lack of transparency and lengthy prosecutions for security force abuses also undermines legal recourse for victims.

U.S. Security Assistance

U.S. security assistance to Tunisia has three primary goals: 1) improving counterterrorism capabilities; 2) enhancing border security; and 3) supporting police and prison reform. From FY 2011 to FY 2014, the United States allocated an estimated $167 million in security assistance through numerous State and Defense Department programs to support these goals (see chart). Although the Defense Department does not make much of its military aid requests public, available data makes it clear the administration intends to significantly increase security assistance to Tunisia for FY 2015 and FY 2016. Combining the FY 2015 and FY 2016 requests, the administration plans to appropriate at least $142 million in security assistance, more than double the total amount allocated for the previous two years. Tunisia is also slated to receive additional military aid as part of the Defense Department’s Counterterrorism Partnership Fund request for FY 2015 and FY 2016, which will likely be over $20 million.

From FY 2011 to FY 2014, the United States allocated about $121 million (73 percent) of the total $167 million in security assistance to Tunisia’s military to support counterterrorism and border security operations. The vast majority of this assistance, $106 million, went to the provision of military equipment through the Foreign Military Financing (FMF) and Section 1206 programs. Under Section 1206, for instance, the United States supplied vehicles to improve ground troop mobility and boats and equipment to enhance maritime security. In FY 2014, FMF funding sought to provide parts and components for previously U.S.-supplied airborne and ground radars and unmanned aerial vehicles to help the military detect and identify extremists. The FY 2016 FMF request seeks to allocate $42.5 million more than FY 2014. This new FMF funding will also help pay for Tunisia's purchase of 12 armed Black Hawk helicopters.

The administration allocated an estimated $14 million (11 percent) of the total $121 million to Tunisia’s military for training. According to the State Department’s Foreign Military Training reports covering FY 2011 to FY 2013, the U.S. trained 614 Tunisians, mostly from the Air Force, Navy, Army and Coast Guard. During this time, at least 329 students received training on courses directly supporting counterterrorism or border security through U.S. programs such as International Military Education and Training (IMET) and the Combating Terrorism Fellowship Program (CTFP). The bulk of this type of training focused on improving skills such as small boat patrol operations, equipment repair and intelligence gathering.
While most U.S. security assistance has gone to the military, an estimated $46 million (27 percent) of the total $167 million went to the Ministry of Interior (MOI), including the police, National Guard and prison system, for counterterrorism, border security and police and prison reform. Under the Nonproliferation, Antiterrorism, Demining, and Related Programs (NADR), the United States allocated about $10 million (22 percent) of the total $46 million to assist Tunisia's law enforcement in leadership, border security and investigative capabilities as well as to enhance the country's ability to combat illicit arms trafficking. The United States also funded the creation of a “Fusion Center” in Tunisia to improve the security forces’ coordination in targeting extremism.

From FY 2011 to FY 2014, an estimated $36 million (78 percent) of the $46 million the United States allocated to Tunisia's MOI went to “reform, train, and equip” the ministry, police forces and the prison system through the International Narcotics Control and Law Enforcement (INCTL) program. Although much of this funding provided the police and National Guard with bulletproof vests, helmets and shields, it also provided training aimed at reducing MOI forces abuse and increasing government oversight of these forces. In FY 2014, for instance, the United States trained police and National Guard personnel on crowd management and in media and community relations. The administration requested to double the amount of INCLE funds from FY 2014 to FY 2015. In August 2014, the White House also announced that Tunisia would be one of six African states to be part of the new Security Governance Initiative (SGI), a unique initiative that seeks to improve security force systems, processes and institutions. It is unclear how much money Tunisia would receive of the $64 million requested for SGI for FY 2016.

**Key Challenges to U.S. Security Assistance**

**SECURITY SECTOR REFORM:** With U.S. support, the Tunisian government has taken some steps toward building a more responsible police and National Guard, including the creation of the new National Commission on Torture and streamlining command and control relationships. Despite U.S. efforts to assist the MOI in management and oversight of police, the ministry has been unwilling to provide the United States with details on its budget and number of police personnel, limiting the ability to provide assistance. Accustomed to using violent tactics to ensure public order, some police officers are also resisting reform, claiming switching to nonviolent tactics will hinder their ability to address extremist and criminal violence. In one potentially telling incident, 12,000 police officers went on strike following the attempted dismissal of a senior MOI official accused of firing on demonstrators during the revolution. Some police unions have also requested officers be able to use live fire against protestors should other means be exhausted.

**BORDER SECURITY:** In addition to the importance of reforming Tunisia’s security forces, a strategy engaging the military, National Guard, customs, border communities and the governments of Algeria and Libya is critical to effectively stem the illicit movement of arms and extremists into the country. To date, the majority of U.S. assistance for border security has been devoted to the military, which has been reluctant to share equipment and intelligence with other Tunisian security forces. Lack of communication between security forces has also hampered Fusion Center operations and impeded
coordinating efforts to stem extremist movement and violence. Even within the military, there is concern that the armed forces cannot use all U.S.-provided equipment effectively because of limited personnel and expertise. There is also still relatively little collaboration between Tunisian security forces and border communities and among Tunisia, Libya and Algeria, all of which are essential to stopping arms smuggling and extremists.

Conclusion

As the United States looks to expand its efforts to assist Tunisia in countering security threats, it will be critical to closely monitor and evaluate such assistance. With large amounts of U.S. funding going to the Tunisian military, there needs to be a focus on measuring its adherence to human rights standards, its influence within the government, its institutional capability to employ and secure U.S. equipment and its capacity to thwart extremist attacks. U.S. efforts to assist Tunisia in reducing security force abuse and establishing government oversight of these forces will also be critical. Measuring police support for government oversight, a possible key indicator of success for U.S. assistance, could help identify a shift in law enforcement culture away from heavy-handed responses to civilians. Without these reforms security forces risk exacerbating extremism and undermining efforts to build a secure democracy.
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